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We apply the parton reombination approah to study the energy dependene of the ellipti ow,
v2 in heavy ion ollisions from AGS to LHC energies. The relevant input quantities (T, µB , ηT ) at
the various enter of mass energies are obtained from ts to the available data. The model yields a
good desription of the integrated v2 data for harged partiles at midrapidity from AGS to RHIC
energies. In stark ontrast to the urrent expetations, we observe a derease of the integrated
v2 values above the highest RHIC energy. Thus, we predit a derease of v2 at LHC energies
ompared to the RHIC results. This drop is attributed to negative v2 values for the underlying
parton distributions at low to moderate transverse momenta that develops if the transverse ow
veloity is high enough. At energies above the LHC regime, the present approah predits even
negative values for the integrated v2.
The main goal of the urrent and past heavy ion pro-
grams is the searh for a new state of matter alled the
Quark-Gluon-Plasma (QGP) [1℄. Major breakthroughs
for the potential disovery [2, 3℄ of this new state of mat-
ter where (I) the experimental disovery of a large ellipti
ow (v2) at RHIC. This lead to the onlusion, that the
matter formed in the early stage of a heavy ion rea-
tion at RHIC behaves like a nearly perfet liquid (i.e.
a liquid with a low visosity) ([4℄ and Refs. therein).
(II) The observation of onstituent quark number sal-
ing vhadron2 (p
hadron
T ) = nqv
q
2(p
hadron
T /nq), meaning that
the ellipti ow of baryons (three quarks, nq = 3) ver-
sus mesons (two quarks, nq = 2)) sales like 3 : 2 at the
hadron transverse momentum phadronT . While the details
of this saling are still under disussion [5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄, one
might generally see this saling as evidene for a reom-
bination like hadronization proess for the transition of
partoni matter to hadroni matter [10, 11℄.
In this letter, we will apply the reombination ap-
proah to explore the energy dependene of the ellipti
ow in massive (Pb+Pb/Au+Au) nuleus-nuleus rea-
tions from the AGS energies to the highest LHC energy.
For omplemantory explorations of the ellipti ow at
LHC within transport approahes the reader is referred
to [15, 16, 17℄. Ellipti ow is a well hosen observable
for the exploration of the energy dependene of ow ob-
servables, beause it exhibits a self quenhing eet and
is therefore mostly sensitive to the early (partoni) stage
of the reation, even at rather low beam energies. The
struture of this letter is as follows: We start with a sum-
mary of the energy dependene of the input parameters,
then we disuss shortly the relevant reombination for-
mulas, nally we present the results for the ellipti ow
exitation funtion and the preditions for LHC.
To apply this model to other energies than RHIC
(
√
s = 200 GeV) one has to model the dependene of
the temperature T , the baryo-hemial potential µB and
the transverse ow rapidity ηT = atanh(βT ) at the
hadronization surfae as a funtion of the enter of mass
energy. Details of the parameterisations an be found in
the appendix. The values for RHIC energies and below
are tted to previously extrated ow veloities, at LHC
energies, we obtain the values (for
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV):
T = 175 MeV, µB ≃= 0 MeV and βT = 0.75c, whih are
in line with previous estimates [12℄.
With these parameters we predit the ellipti ow of
hadrons using the ollinear reombination approah [11℄.
Sine we are presently only interested in bulk (i.e. low
pT quantities, we apply the reombination presription
in the low to intermediate pT -range from 0 to about
3 GeV at RHIC and about 5-6 GeV at LHC respetively,
above this momentum, fragmentation will dominate the
underlying quark distribution. Comparing the yields
to experiment the formalism seems appliable down to
pT ∼ 1 GeV at RHIC, whih is approximately 3% of the
matter produed, and we expet this lower limit to rise
slightly to pT ∼ 1.2 GeV at LHC. So using the reom-
bination approah down to pT → 0 seems questionable,
however, a part of the unertainty in the reombination
mehanism at low pT , introdued by the violation of en-
ergy onservation, anels after taking the ratios in Eq.
(6). Thus, the reombination formalism seems to give
valid results for v2 down to transverse momenta of several
hundred MeV [11℄. Further justiation about the valid-
ity of our results an be found in the paragraph about
the mean v2.
The piture that one quark and one anti-quark (or
three quarks) with ollinear momenta an reombine to
form a meson (baryon) leads one to an integral over the
produt of the onstituent-quark densities wa times the
Wigner funtion of the hadron ΦWh with the freeze-out
hyper-surfae Σ and its normal vetor uν [11℄:
E
d3Nh
dp3
=
∫
Σ
dσ Pνu
ν(σ)
(2pi)3
(1)
×
∫ ∏
a
dxa
(2pi)3
ΦWh (x)wa(R;xaP )δ(1 −
∑
a
xa)
were the quark a arries the fration xa of the hadron
momentum P .
We use the parameterisations from [11℄ with a pure
thermal spetrum for the reombining quarks and do not
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Comparison of our asymmetry param-
eter α to the eentriity from CGC and the Glauber model
[13℄.
inlude the power-law-tail whih is only relevant for frag-
mentation. At higher m-energies reombination is ex-
peted to be dominant up to even higher pT [12℄, there-
fore, we neglet the ontributions from fragmentation for
the present onsiderations. Following [11℄ we obtain the
ellipti ow for non-entral reations from the asymmetry
of the overlap region. To model peripheral ollisions the
asymmetry α of the ollision depends on the geometri
width and height of the transverse overlap zone
h(b) =
√
R2A − (b/2)2 w(b) = RA − (b/2) (2)
as
α =
h(b)− w(b)
h(b) + w(b)
(3)
We have ompared this simple asymmetry parameter
with the eentriity from other parameterisations in Fig.
(1). One observes that the α parameter used (full line) is
quantitatively lose to the Glauber model (short dashed
line) alulation for the relevant impat parameters. It
has also been speulated that a muh 'sharper' Color
Glass Condensate initial distribution might be present in
the initial state, this parametrisation is depited by the
long dashed line. The CGC values for the eentriity are
slightly higher and lead to a small quantitative hange of
the nal v2 values, however the qualitative feature of a
v2 derease at high energies is not aeted.
This spatial asymmetry is translated into a veloity
asymmetry in the parton phase by
ηT (φ) = η
0
T (1 + αf(pT ) cos(2φ)) (4)
To aount for the fat that faster partons will experiene
this anisotropy less than slower ones we dene
f(pT ) =
1
1 + (pT /p0)2
(5)
with the parameter p0 = 1.1 GeV taken from [11℄. The
ellipti ow is then given by
v2 = 〈cos(2Φ)〉 =
∫
cos(2Φ) dN
dp2
t
dΦ∫
dN
dp2
t
dΦ
(6)
and is alulated for the individual quark speies as [11℄
vq2(pT ) =
∫
cos(2φ)I2 [a(φ)]K1 [b(φ)] dφ∫
I0 [a(φ)]K1 [b(φ)] dφ
(7)
with
a(φ) = pT sinh(ηT (φ))/T, b(φ) = mT cosh(ηT (φ))/T
and the modied Bessel funtions In and Kn. Replaing
wa(R; p) in Eq.(1) with
w′a(R; p) = wa(R; p) (1 + 2v2(pT ) cos(2Φ)) (8)
and again applying the denition for v2 yields the
hadroni ellipti ow.
Let us start by omparing the transverse momentum
dependene of the ellipti ow for pions, kaons, protons
and omega-baryons in mid-peripheral Au+Au reations
at RHIC to the distributions obtained in mid-peripheral
Pb+Pb reations at the LHC as shown in Fig. 2. A
rst striking observation is that the v2(pT ) values at eah
given pT are always lower at the LHC than at RHIC. A
similar pattern was also observed within a parton trans-
port approah, if the visosity was set to the ADS/CFT
limit [16℄. Even more surprising, we nd strong out-of-
plane emission of (multi-)strange partiles, i.e. negative
values of v2. These negative values of the ellipti ow pa-
rameter for heavy partiles have also been found in previ-
ous exploratory studies and seem to be a general feature
of the blast-wave like ow prole at high transverse velo-
ities [18, 19, 20, 21℄. The negative v2 values have also be
seen within a blast-wave t of the proton ellipti ow to
STAR data [22℄ and they have also been experimentally
observed by the NA49 ollaboration [23℄. These results
are supported by the reent preliminary data on J/ψ el-
lipti ow from PHENIX [25℄. It reets the depletion
of the low pT partile abundane, when the soure ele-
ments are highly boosted in the transverse diretion. At
higher pT and or lower transverse ow veloities, the op-
posite eet dominates and results in a more pronouned
emission in-plane again. The details depend on the un-
derlying transverse ow parameterisation as disussed in
[21℄. One might argue that negative ellipti ow values
are an artefat of the blast wave parametrisation, how-
ever, also transport simulations indiate slightly negative
v2 values for heavy partiles at very low pT [24℄. Thus,
the qualitative behaviour of a negative v2 is a well-known
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Ellipti ow parameter v2 as a funtion
of the transverse momentum pt for mid-entral (b = 8 fm)
Au+Au/Pb+Pb reations as obtained from the reombina-
tion approah. The lines indiate the alulations for for
pi+,K+, p and Ω−. Upper Panel: v2 at RHIC (
√
s =
200 GeV) ompared to PHENIX data [14℄. Lower Panel:
Predition for LHC (
√
s = 5.5 TeV).
observation. The surprising observation in the present
work is the quantitative strength of this eet at LHC.
From these arguments we onlude that the blast-wave
ow prole is responsible for the negative v2 on the quark
level, whih then enters the hadron ellipti ow via the
parton reombination. To understand this eet in more
detail we go to the thermal quark-spetrum [11℄ with the
energy
E(R, p) = mT cosh(η − y) cosh ηT (φ)
−pT cos(φ− Φ) sinh ηT (φ) (9)
For simpliity we look at midrapidity (y = 0) and for
high η the spetrum is very low, so we onsider the re-
gion around η = 0. For high m-energies, when the
soure is highly boosted transversally, the partiles will
mainly be emitted in the diretion in whih the reball
ies, so we an simplify even more and set φ = Φ. Be-
ause we have no longitudinal momentum we an re-
plae the momentum with the transverse rapidity of
the parton: pT = m sinh η
q
T and mT =
√
m2 + p2T =
m
√
1 + sinh2 ηqT = m cosh η
q
t . So the energy of the quark
in the transverse moving soure is
E = m cosh
[
η0T (1 + αf(pT ) cos(2φ))− ηqT
]
(10)
For a xed quark rapidity ηqT < η
0
T (low pT ) the energy of
the quarks emitted in plane is higher than the energy of
quarks emitted out of plane. With the thermal spetrum
more energy means less partiles, therefore a negative
v2. At η
q
T = η
0
T one would expet the zero-rossing, and
above a positive v2.
In this way one an visualise our predited negative
ellipti ow for low pT at LHC. At RHIC this piture
an not be applied, beause the simpliation φ = Φ is
only valid for high η0T (high m-energies).
A dierent way to obtain an analyti expression whih
explains the negative v2 is to onsider only the in-plane
(φ = 0) and out-of-plane (φ = pi/2) diretions (similar to
the analysis performed in [19℄). The φ integration breaks
down and the ellipti ow is then given by
vq2(pT ) =
I2 [a(0)]K1 [b(0)]− I2 [a(pi/2)]K1 [b(pi/2)]
I0 [a(0)]K1 [b(0)] + I0 [a(pi/2)]K1 [b(pi/2)]
(11)
For pT → 0 the argument of the Bessel funtions In goes
to zero and In beomes onstant with I2 → 0 and I0 → 1.
Therefore they are independent of the angle. This leads
to
limpT→0 v
q
2(pT ) =
I2[a(0)]
I0[a(0)]
× K1[m cosh(η
0
T
(1+α)))/T ]−K1[m cosh(η0T (1−α)))/T ]
K1[m cosh(η0T (1+α)))/T ]+K1[m cosh(η0T (1−α)))/T ]
(12)
SineK1 is a monotonially dereasing funtion the nom-
inator the ellipti ow is negative (for some small trans-
verse momenta). The spei values depend on the mass,
the mean ow rapidity η0T and the temperature. For
inreasing mass, or inreasing transverse ow rapidity
or dereasing temperature, the ellipti ow will beome
more negative.
Folding the distributions for v2(pT ) with the orre-
sponding transverse momentum distributions yields the
integrated v2 at midrapidity for eah partile speies, see
Fig. (3). A rst observation is the apparent good de-
sription of the available harged partile v2 data from
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Comparison of 〈v2〉 for harged hadrons
at midrapidity as a funtion of enter of mass energy from
the present reombination approah for Au+Au/Pb+Pb re-
ations at an impat parameter of b = 5− 6 fm. Data points
and the extrapolation to LHC are taken from [26℄.
the AGS to the RHIC energy regime. However, when
going above the highest RHIC energy, we predit that
the integrated ellipti ow saturates and then starts to
derease in the LHC energy range. This nding is in
stark ontrast to the urrent expetations in the heavy
ion ommunity - ompare e.g. to the linear extrapola-
tions towards LHC by Borghini and Wiedemann [26℄).
A rather ritial assumption in this study is the ap-
pliability of the reombination approah for the ellip-
ti ow for small transverse momenta on the order of
pT < 1 GeV. We want to emphasise that our re-
sult of the dereasing mean ellipti ow 〈v2〉 at LHC is
not aeted by the validity of this assumption, beause
〈v2〉 ≈ v2 (〈pT 〉) and 〈pT 〉 > 1 GeV in LHC regime. How-
ever, to show the robustness of the predition Fig. (4)
depits the ellipti ow at a xed pT as a funtion of
√
s.
With pT = 1, 1.5 and 2 GeV the ellipti ow exhibits the
same drop as the mean v2 from Fig. (3).
We have alulated the energy dependene and trans-
verse momentum dependene of the ellipti ow param-
eter v2 for mid-entral Au+Au/Pb+Pb ollisions from
AGS to LHC energies within a parton reombination ap-
proah. We nd a reasonable desription of the v2 data
over the whole inspeted energy regime, indiating that
the measured v2 values are onsistent with the assump-
tion that a major part of the ellipti ow was reated
in the partoni stage. We predit that the integrated
v2 of harged partiles at midrapidity will derease from
RHIC to LHC energies, due to the strong transverse ow.
In detail, we link this to the predition of a negative v2
omponent developing at low transverse momenta to the
blast-wave like ow prole of the underlying quark distri-
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Ellipti ow v2 of harged hadrons
at b = 5 − 6 and xed pT as a funtion of √sNN for pT =
1, 1.5 and 2 GeV.
bution. Beause this eet is strongest for heavy quarks
it most visible for (multi-)strange hadrons. Above the
presently envisaged LHC energy for nuleus-nuleus re-
ations, we predit that the mean ellipti ow will even
turn negative. It should be pointed out that the present
predition is in striking ontrast to all former assump-
tions about the behaviour of v2 at LHC.
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APPENDIX A
To extrat T and µB at the phase boundary we take
the freeze-out values of the baryo-hemial potential from
dierent aelerators [27℄ and t them against their m-
energy via
µFreezeB =
a
1 +
√
sNN
b/c
(13)
with a = 1.478 GeV, b = 0.802, c = 2.096 GeV. Then
we follow the isentropes from freeze-out to the phase
boundary in order to onnet this µFreezeB to a µB value
at the phase boundary (Fig. (5)). In the relevant region,
the onnetion is approximately linear with
µB = d · µFreezeB , d = 0.938 (14)
Due to the lak of lattie data at high baryo-hemial
potentials, we alulate the phase transition line with
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FIG. 5: (Color online) The QCD phase diagram with a freeze-
out urve tting the ollider experiments (RHIC, SPS, SIS,
AGS) and some isentropes to the MIT-Bad model phase
boundary.
a simple MIT-Bag model with a ritial temperature of
TC = 175 MeV at vanishing hemial potential. The line
of the phase transitions temperature is
T =
√√√√−(µB
3
)2 gq
C
+
√(µB
3
)4 gq
C2
(
gq − C
pi2
)
+ T 4C
(15)
with C = pi
2
15 (7gq + 4gg), gq = 12, gg = 16. Details like
the order and nature of the parton-hadron transition are
not relevant for the present study. Beause the fugaity
γ = exp(µB/T ) does not enter in the equation for v2 (in
any ase γ ≃ 1 for all relevant avours at LHC energies),
we neglet it in this paper. The temperature, baryo-
hemial potential and the fugaity at hadronization are
shown in Fig. (6).
APPENDIX B
While the hadronization temperature shows only a
weak dependene on energy, the transverse expansion ra-
pidity ηT is strongly energy dependent. We t the ow
rapidities extrated from the experimental data [28℄ at
kineti freeze-out. The data given in [28℄ is for mean
transverse ow veloity βT , but we use the rapidity
ηT = tanhβT to assure that the veloity stays less than
c. To t these values we hoose
ηFreezeT (
√
s) = a+bx+cx2+d ln(x) , x = ln
(√
s
)
(16)
with the onstants a = 0.418, b = −0.064, c =
0.012, d = 0.170. As these values are extrated at freeze-
out, we sale the obtained transverse rapidities by a on-
stant fator k = 0.85 to obtain the transverse ow at
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Temperature T and baryo-hemial
potential µB (left y-axis) and fugaity γ = e
(µB/T )
(right y-
axis) at the phase transition as a funtion of the enter of
mass energy
√
sNN.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Parameterisation of ηT (full line) as
funtion of
√
s. The data at kineti freeze-out (rosses) are
taken from [28℄.
the hadronization surfae. Using these parameters our
value for vT = 0.54 at RHIC energies agrees with the
value from [11℄. For the LHC energy (
√
s = 5.5 TeV)
we obtain a transverse ow veloity of vT = 0.75 also in
line with previous estimates [12℄. Fig. (7) depits our t
(line) and the available data on ηT (rosses).
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